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Abstract

Ethereum SWARM is an open source project of the Ethereum Foundation being adapted and extended
by Wolk to support: (1) SWARMDB, a decentralized NoSQL implementation to store and retrieve
id-column-value combinations in the style of Google BigTable / Apache HBase;  (2) decentralized
content + data marketplaces, where providers are paid for content + data delivered through SWARM.
This white paper outlines Wolk’s goals on both efforts. It details how the use of Ethereum-backed
ERC20 Wolk tokens (token symbol: WLK), offered in a Wolk Token Sale for contributors, will be used to
develop a Wolk Ecosystem where storage and bandwidth providers earn Wolk tokens for participating
in this decentralized NoSQL and content/data marketplace. This ecosystem is also expected to have
wide applicability for: (a) decentralized applications, who will pay to store and retrieve record
content/data and (b) content/data providers, who will earn Wolk tokens for providing highly desirable
content/data stored in decentralized data exchange -- without any intermediary. We outline how a
decentralized index and SWARMDB interfaces support these efforts and the development of the Wolk
ecosystem.

The attached white paper is meant to describe the currently anticipated plans of Wolk Inc. (“W
 olk”) for developing their business, its database
services, and Wolk tokens.  Nothing in this document should be treated or read as a guarantee or promise of how Wolk’s business will develop
or of the utility or value of the Wolk tokens; the document outlines our current plans, which could change at our discretion, and the success of
which will depend on many factors outside our control, including market-based factors and factors within the data and cryptocurrency
industries, among others.  Any statements about future events are based solely on our analysis of the issues described in this document, and
our analysis may prove to be incorrect.  Purchasing Wolk Tokens is subject to many potential risks, some of which are described in this paper,
and some of which are provided in the Term Sheet on Wolk Tokens and our Token Generation Event and in the Wolk Token Risk Disclosures.
These documents, along with additional information about our business and Wolk Tokens, are available on our w
 ebsite.  Purchasers of Wolk
Tokens could lose all or some of the value of the funds used to purchase Wolk Tokens.

